
NEW
2018 COLLECTION



INTRODUCING 
THREE NEW 
CONTEMPORARY 
PATTERNS 
FOR 2018

Add luxury and interest to your rooms with 
the stunning new 2018 range of wallcoverings 
from Lincrusta.

Our experts have spent hours in the archives, pored 
over the works of British design icons throughout the 
ages and taken inspiration from the natural world, to 
ensure each new addition to the Lincrusta family has 
its place.

Combining current trends with themes from our rich 
140-year history, this covetable collection has been 
created to work in a variety of stylish settings – both 
commercial and residential – and features contemporary 
florals and timeless repeats.

A collaboration with revered wallpaper designer Karen 
Beauchamp has resulted in our wonderfully calming 
Palm pattern. 

We’ve turned the popular organics trend on its head 
with lovely Tropical Leaf, while Fanfare takes influence 
from the Art Deco movement and can be adapted to 
sit as a subtle accompaniment to existing themes or to 
make a bold statement of its own.

Manufactured in Britain using the finest natural 
ingredients, each deeply embossed design is your blank 
canvas and, as with all Lincrusta wallcoverings, can be 
dramatically enhanced using colour and paint effects to 
create a truly bespoke space. 

All you need to decide is how fabulous you want your 
walls to look. 



TROPICAL LEAF

Bold yet elegant, Tropical Leaf is inspired by the 
global organics trend and is a playful, deep-textured 

pattern that’s ideal for a feature wall.



INSPIRED 
SPACES 
FOR LIVING





Product images are not shown at actual size

TROPICAL LEAF
RD1976FR

A beautifully bohemian nod to the traditional organics theme, our 
statement-making Tropical Leaf features a deep texture that works 
equally well with bright, block colours or softer, more natural hues.

Roll length 10m (11yds) 

Trim width  610mm (24”)  

Design repeat  616mm (24 1⁄4”) Straight Match

UNPAINTED PRODUCT



PALM
RD1978FR

Inspired by the tropical inhabitants of one of Kew Gardens’ iconic 
Victorian glasshouses, this striking yet simple print has a delicate, 
multi-layered structure that takes its cue from nature.

Roll length 10m (11yds) 

Trim width  610mm (24”)  

Design repeat  816mm (32 1⁄8”) Straight Match

FANFARE
RD1975FR

Inspired by cuttings from our 1920s archive, this timeless Art Deco 
motif is a subtle way to add drama and depth to your walls, 
evoking memories of opulent pre-war times in a modern format.

Roll length 10m (11yds) 

Trim width  530mm (20 7⁄8”)  

Design repeat  476mm (18 3⁄4”) Straight Match

UNPAINTED PRODUCT UNPAINTED PRODUCT
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